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What are the curing times?
UV Light: 1 minute. Don’t count! Finish 1 hand then rotate
LED Light: 30 seconds for all layers

Can I layer colors?
Yes you can. Make sure not to remove the tacky layer between color application.

Is there a way to check the cure?
Use the “dry brush” test. Run a dry gel brush along the surface of the cured product. If it is cured, all you 
will feel is the tacky texture of the dispersion layer. 

How many applications do I get out of a bottle?
Realistically, you will get 30 -40 sets. Most of the applications amount to 2 coats. They will differ based on 
how light the color.

I noticed the product is not soaking off well. What can be the problem?
First, Protein Bond makes everything bond extremely well. We recommend that the product be only applied 
to the free edge of the nail to prevent it from chipping. If it is applied to the whole natural nail, the 
product will not soak off well. Eliminating Protein Bond will help the soak off process but will diminish the 
wear ability. Second, the product might be applied to thick. The top gel and thicker layers need to be filed 
down so that the acetone can break through the surface and the edges.

Can I file the product off safely? 
Yes! We recommend using our patent pending safety bit and arbor bands to gently perform this procedure. 
Remember it’s not the tools that do damage, it’s the fools!

When do I wipe off the dispersion (sticky) layer?
Each layer of maniq color will leave a dispersion layer. Wipe this away only after the final top gel 
application. There is no need to wipe the dispersion layers away between coats.

Can I use the maniq on top of acrylic and gel?
Yes!!! Maniq works extremely well with enhancements. Make sure the surface of the enhancements are 
prepped with medium file or arbor band. Apply 1 coat of protein bond to the surface of the enhancement. 
There is no need for base application. Go directly to color. Apply 2-3 coats for dense coverage.
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